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Kelly: You're listening to the See Jane Invest podcast, Episode 21, See Jane 
Mompreneur with Jasmine Simms and Dr. Tammira Lucas, founders of MAE, Moms As
Entrepreneurs. 
 
Kelly: Hi, I'm Kelly Keenan Trumpbour. As an angel investor and film producer, there's 
one question I always ask myself and the women I mentor. What does it mean to invest in
yourself and not simply wait around for someone else to invest in you? 
 
Kelly: If you want to play big in places that might not be familiar with your voice, your 
brand of leadership and your place in the world, the first person you should be expecting to back
you is you. If you're craving a conversation that goes beyond fighting for a seat at the table and
instead talks about how to take over the whole damn lunchroom, you're in the right place.
Welcome to the See Jane Invest podcast. 
 
Kelly: I'm fortunate that I get to travel so much for See Jane Invest, and that allows me 
to meet with some of the most inspiring women, entrepreneurs, investors, thought leaders, in
New York, Silicon Valley, Europe, Middle East. I've gotten to go to some really cool places, but
sometimes the most inspiring people you meet are right in your own backyard. 
 
Kelly: Today's guests, Jasmine Simms and Dr. Tammira Lucas, are Baltimorians who 
have founded MAE, Moms As Entrepreneurs program. It's a wonderful program that works with
women who are mothers who are trying to grow businesses. I really admire them for the work
they've done with low-income communities and trying to make sure that families from parts of
the inner city world have legacies that they're creating, that they're not just coming up with flash-
in-the- pan business ideas, but they're really creating wealth that can be passed down from
generation to generation. 
 
Kelly: Moms As Entrepreneur removes the stigma that moms are unwilling to risk or 
assume the pressures of being a mom and entrepreneur by challenging the inequalities placed
upon them. Through entrepreneurial training, financial education, and the support of a mom
entrepreneur community, these two women help other mothers start sustainable businesses. 
 
Kelly: Now a little bit about the women themselves. Jasmine Simms is a mom 
entrepreneur, salon consultant, and industry expert. She has her own boutique called Scrub Nail
Boutique here in Baltimore. It's been voted multiple years in a row as Best of Baltimore by
Baltimore Magazine, and before that she had 12 years beauty and hospitality experience with
some of the most elite names. She worked with the Four Seasons. Her own model Scrub Nail
Boutique got the attention of Under Armor, Baltimore-Washington International Airport. They
were looking for ways she could bring this service in-house to them. I think that really speaks to
the model she created, and even though you'll hear she's gone through all these different pivots
and she's changed her business model, this is the stuff that she brings into the MAE program. 
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Kelly: It also got the attention of Goldman Sachs 10,000 business owners program. As a result,
Jasmine Simms wound up on MSNBC sitting next to Warren Buffet and Michael Bloomberg
talking about how she was growing her business, the impact of small businesses on local
companies. Just an incredibly dynamic woman in her own right, and her partner, Dr. Tammira
Lucas is exactly the same. Both of these women are powerhouses. 
 
Kelly: Dr. Tammira Lucas is the 2015 Small Business Innovator by Baltimore City 
Chamber of Commerce. She is also a mompreneur who you'll hear about. She's actually
grooming her own daughter to be the next entrepreneur in the family. It sounds like her
daughter can run both her and her husband's businesses. She's a trailblazer among
professionals and a powerful voice for women teaching them business, balance, and babies. She
is the CEO of the Business Doctor Consulting Firm, co-founder of Moms As Entrepreneurs, she's
an author, a speaker, a philanthropist, and professor. 
 
Kelly: Join me in this interview because I think you're going to love to hear about the Moms As
Entrepreneurs program. It's an in-person program here in Baltimore, but it's coming online. So, if
you don't live in Baltimore, there is still an opportunity for you to connect with these amazing
women and all the great insights they have. As I understand it, they have a waiting list for people
who want to be in this program, the next step of taking it online is just so natural. I'm so glad that
they're expanding it. Let's jump into this interview and enjoy the show. 
 
Kelly: Today's guests are Jasmine Simms and Dr. Tammira Lucas. They live here in 
Baltimore with me, and they have been doing some phenomenal programming that focuses on
Moms As Entrepreneurs. In fact, that's the name of their program. They are two women that are
just forces of nature, and it's a pleasure to have them on the show because I've just been
watching them do amazing things for years. Welcome, both of you. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: Thank you for having us, Kelly. 
 
Jasmine Simms: Thank you, my dearest Kelly. 
 
Kelly: All right, so here's what I want you to do. I want both of you to take turns and just give us
the backstory of how you two came together to work on Moms As Entrepreneurs, why this exists.
Jasmine, let's start with you, and then Tammira, I want to hear from you. 
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Jasmine Simms: Okay, my background started when I opened Scrub Nail Boutique five years ago 
now, which seems like a lifetime ago. I believe everybody thinks the time goes by fast, but when
you're going through building a business from the ground up, and you deal with the struggles
and the triumphs every day, I feel like it takes much longer than people think. I opened Scrub
because I felt like I could offer a better experience than what I had seen when it come to nail
salons. Usually it's a fast in and out, very deli-like procedure. You just move from one chair to the
next, and I wanted something that offered a more luxury experience, so I opened Scrub. Upon
opening my salon, I realized that a lot of women would ask me how I managed having a business
and a child at the same time. My daughter was only one years old when I opened my business,
so she was with me- 
 
Kelly: Wow. 
 
Jasmine Simms: I know, so she was with me through it all. It became a time where I felt like I had 
something to offer as far as giving that advice and just giving that encouragement, and then I
was introduced to Tammira, because my stepfather introduced us actually. He felt like we
needed to work together. I also had a friend of mine who went to school with Tammira to say,
"You need to meet Tammira." I'm like, "Who is this girl? Who is she? And why do we have to meet
so bad?" 
 
Jasmine Simms: Then once we actually got connected, I got it, because we were two women, we 
both had small children, we both amazing goals, bigger than ourselves, and we were both willing
to share our experiences and whatever advice we had with other women around us. That's my
background. That's how I got started and why I got started. 
 
Kelly: Tammira, what about you? What were you working on prior to Moms As 
Entrepreneurs? 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: Prior to Moms As Entrepreneurs, I first launched, and a lot of people don't even 
know this, so I'm going to go ahead and share this. 
 
Kelly: Yeah, please. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: I first launched a kid's mobile spa right out of college. 
 
Kelly: Wow. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: It did extremely well. To this day, I kick myself in the butt for not continuing this 
business, but I didn't continue the business because I was in partnership with a classmate who
was actually a mom of two, and she struggled a lot with balancing her kids and our business. At
that time, I had a newborn as well. However, I had a lot of support at home. 
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Dr. Tammira L.: Through that, I then launched a kid's accessory line where I made custom 
headbands and bow ties. A lot of moms, we would travel all over the United States selling our
stuff where we sold things all over the United States. The moms would buy our stuff, but at our
vending events that we would attend, the moms were more interested in how again am I
balancing being a mom, being an entrepreneur, and at that time I was in grad school as well. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: Something sparked in me. I had this strong background in business and in 
marketing, and I could really create a business out of anyone's talent. I started to do some
business consultant specifically for mom entrepreneurs. Back then, this was around 2011-2012,
this was when the boom of entrepreneurship from a millennial standpoint started to really grow.
What I saw was that there weren't any resources specifically for mom entrepreneurs. There may
have been some resources for women entrepreneurs, but not specifically for mom
entrepreneurs. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: Then communicating with Jasmine's stepdad, Omar Muhammad, as Morgan 
State University, I went to him and I said, "We need to do something specifically for mom
entrepreneurs." He's like, "Why?" I said, "Well, it's different being a mom versus just being a
woman without children. We have to have a special way that, one, we are interacting in our
business because we still have to focus on our children." I started to dig deeper in the statistics
and see that women- owned businesses still to this day are growing, but they're still not
generating as much revenue as males because they're still trying to balance their homes. That's
just a way to say, hey, they have families at home, right? 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: He said, "Well, before you do that, I need to introduce you to my daughter."
Jasmine and I, like she said, we both was like, "Well, who's Jasmine? Why do you want me to meet
Jasmine?" But what I can honestly say it was like a match made in heaven. You now how you find
your spouse? 
 
Kelly: Yeah. 
 
Jasmine Simms: Oh. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: It was a match made in heaven. The thing that I appreciate about Jasmine and I 
is that we were coming from two different perspectives as moms. Jasmine was a single mother
and I was married with a child. Although people think that it may be easier to be married with a
child, Jasmine learned a lot from my struggles and I learned a lot from her struggles to be able to
deliver to our audience of moms that may be coming from both angles of that. 
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Dr. Tammira L.: We sat down and we strategized and really created Moms As Entrepreneurs in 
providing those resources and support to mothers. Then we also saw that we were pretty broad
with the whole mom entrepreneurs. Later in our model, we discovered that we also really need
to specifically provide programming for mothers in low-income communities, because that's
exactly where we came from. Jasmine actually has a history of entrepreneurship because of her
stepfather. That's something that I wasn't introduced until I graduated undergraduate school
and was trying to figure out what the heck I was going to do with my life. Everyone wanted me to
get a good government job and just live the status quo, but I knew that wasn't for me, but that's
what society where I came from placed upon me. We knew that we needed to figure out how can
we help people, help moms utilize their talents that they have and create businesses, which is
going to drive the economic growth in our community where we once grew up in. 
 
Kelly: So you were both living in Baltimore. Were there things that you were seeing 
specific to Baltimore where you thought, okay, this program really has a purpose in existing
here? 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: Absolutely. Prior to fully stepping out and being a full-time entrepreneur, I 
worked in human services. Please don't ask me how I got into human services. It was definitely a
blessing. I worked with parents and grandparents that were caring for children that's impacted
by impacted by HIV or substance abuse. Most of those families, if not all of them, were low-
income families where the children had behavioral issues. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: Just from doing that work, I got to understand why the children were actually 
reacting in the way that they were. It was because their parents couldn't afford to buy them the
things that they wanted. I knew immediately if you can increase the household income in a
household in most households in Baltimore, especially West Baltimore where Jasmine grew up
at, are led by moms, women, that you can pretty much solve two solutions, chronic poverty and
the violence rate in Baltimore City specifically. I'm sure that model can be replicated throughout
different cities that have a high crime rate. From my perspective, I felt as though if we could
provide a solution to those issues through entrepreneurship, we were making a better place for
the families that are living in Baltimore City. 
 
Kelly: Go ahead, Jasmine, I was just going to ask you, what were you seeing? 
 
Jasmine Simms: In my perspective, and I'm sure Tammira saw this too, I just noticed that no 
matter you go in Baltimore City, moms, women, whoever it is, there's so much talent in the city,
and it's untapped. 
 
Kelly: Yep. 
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Jasmine Simms: Just growing up in my neighborhood, I could go to someone's house and buy 
candy. That was their side job. Or someone did hair from their house, or someone could make
accessories, like Tammira made accessories. That whole idea behind it is why not take this city
full of talent, these talented moms, these talented women, and give them the tools that they
need to build a sustainable business model that can help them build their own legacies for their
families, that can help them provide income for their families, that still gives them some sort of  
flexibility if the need it, because they're already doing the work, so why not make it something
that can be very profitable for them or more revenue generating. I think that we both saw that
potential in the women, we see that in the women that we work with throughout our program,
which has now gone through six cohorts. We've seen that develop into amazing businesses.
These women have seen an increase in their income and their households. 
 
Kelly: What are the kinds of businesses of the women who participate in Moms As 
Entrepreneurs? What have you seen to date anyway? 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: Everything. 
 
Jasmine Simms: Yeah, everything. It's a great array of businesses. I can say that we haven't seen
much in tech, which hopefully we'll tap more into, but we definitely get a lot of service-based
businesses and a lot of maker businesses. We have everything from accounting to makeup
artistry. We have women who make pillows. We do have one tech startup where she's creating
an at-home kit for children to be exposed to STEM. 
 
Kelly: Nice. 
 
Jasmine Simms: It's a wide range of businesses, and we do have a directory of all of those 
businesses that we can share. 
 
Kelly: Fantastic. You said that the program's gone through six cohorts. For people 
listening, this is an in-person training, right? This isn't online yet? 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: Yes, for now, it is in-person training, but hopefully, in the Fall we are planning to 
launch our virtual academy as well- 
 
Kelly: Excellent. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: ... because we have received so many inquiries about how can I access this 
program? It has become overwhelming. I remember when Jasmine and I started the first cohort,
we were begging people to attend. 
 
Jasmine Simms: We were definitely flat. We just wanted people there. 
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Dr. Tammira L.: Now, we have a waiting list of people that want in on the next cohort. 
 
Kelly: That's fantastic. I can imagine if it went online, it would be very successful. Tell 
us a little bit about the program itself. You've only got the in-person one to go off of, but what
are the kinds of things that you're teaching people? 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: We have two programs that are running at the same time, which we started the 
second program this Spring. Our first program is our Moms As Entrepreneurs program for any
mom business type. That is an eight-week program, and we go from the mindset of the business,
all of the tools and resources and documents and legal and techs, everything that you need to
successfully start the business. Then we talk about growth. We talk about those marketing
strategies and focus on social media marketing strategies. Then we go into talking about your
network, and building a network and building a board of advisors, and then they actually launch
the business at a expo. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: Inside of our curriculum, one of the things that we actually custom design our
curriculum, inside of our curriculum we have a focus on customer discoveries because we
realized that a lot of entrepreneurs period, they start businesses, but they don't understand how
to tap into their customers or who their customers are. We have a big focus on customer
discovery and having them actually go out and do interviews to figure out if their product or
service is something that is actually needed in the market, because we're not building businesses
for today, we're building businesses for the future so that they can create that legacy and build
that wealth and pass those businesses down. I think that's one of the unique things about our
program is that we're really focused on wealth building and focused on not just launching the
business today and you're out tomorrow. 
 
Kelly: Legacies, you're trying to create legacies so that there's something that goes 
between the generations. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: Absolutely. 
 
Kelly: Do you see anything changing about the in-person training versus the virtual 
one, or is it basically going to follow the same model? 
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Jasmine Simms: As far as the curriculum, it will stick to being the same in many cases. We do 
have to rework the more engaging parts of the lessons, so we do have a lot of interactions with
the moms, and they also interact with each other, which is one of the big things that they gain
throughout the program. They have this group of women that they can each out to, that they've
been able to work with side by side throughout this eight weeks. Online it will be more discussion
board based or through Skype meeting, where they can find some kind of connection with the
other women in the program. We also have a Facebook group that the women are invited into
once they complete the program, so then they have an entire network of all the past cohorts,
that they can reach out to for advice or to network with or to work with in the future. 
 
Kelly: That's wonderful. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: Kelly, we also have, and I forgot to mention this, is that we have the Mom's 
Makers Academy, which we just launched in the Spring. That is a 16-week program. That's in
partnership with Open Works which is a local makerspace here in Baltimore. 
 
Kelly: Yes, very cool. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: [inaudible 00:20:59]. They go through the programming of business, what we 
would teach in our eight-week program, but then they learn how to utilize all of the tools inside
of Open Works to either create their product or create marketing materials, whatever they need
for their actual business, and then we teach them how to successfully sell their product on Etsy. 
 
Kelly: Oh, very cool, 'cause there's so many businesses that start out on Etsy. Etsy's 
just a fun place to look in general, but I have just seen a huge spectrum of somebody who's a
hobbyist all the way up to big businesses that are on Etsy, so I think that's a great training
platform. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: Yep. 
 
Kelly: Very cool. Now you're running Moms As Entrepreneurs, but both of you are 
doing day jobs on top of that, right? 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: Yes. 
 
Kelly: In addition to being moms. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: Yes. 
 
Jasmine Simms: Yes. 
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Kelly: Oh my goodness. Tell me about, Jasmine, I know you have done some pretty 
cool things with Scrubs, which by the way is a beautiful nail salon here in Baltimore. We're very
lucky to have it. Last year, I think, correct me if I'm wrong, didn't you also have another baby
while being on MSNBC? 
 
Jasmine Simms: Yes. 
 
Kelly: Tell us about that. 
 
Jasmine Simms: It has been a rollercoaster. I was grateful to be able to be a part of the first 
cohort in Baltimore of the Goldman Sachs 10,000 Small Businesses program. The biggest part of
me being a part of that program was finding out more information and more tools that I knew I
could share with the women in our cohort. Throughout that process, I think it was about 12
weeks, but at the very end of that program, my business caught fire. At this time, I was I believe
four months pregnant. I was pregnant, my business caught on fire. If you could think about
anything else bad that could go wrong, it happened. It just all happened at once. At the part of
the program in their graduation and everything they had going on with Warren Buffet, [inaudible
00:23:21] and Michael Bloomberg, I got the chance to be on MSNBC with them. I also got the
opportunity to sit next to Warren Buffet at a round table, and he started a conversation with me
and it blew my mind. 
 
Kelly: That's so fantastic. 
 
Jasmine Simms: I was like what? He was just the sweetest man. He was just like your favorite 
grandfather. He was, he was so sweet. It was an amazing opportunity. But since our fire which
was on Easter Sunday last year, I figure either God was really mad at me 'cause I did something
wrong or it was the sign of a new beginning and a rebirth. That's exactly what it was. 
 
Jasmine Simms: As soon as we reopened in March, we got to be voted Best of Baltimore by the 
Baltimore Sun. It's brought about a whole new focus for my business. Before I focused on
growing just the nail salon and having multiple nail salons. Our nail salon is membership based.
Our members pay $49 per month and receive unlimited manicure services each month, which is
a great model, but I focused more on the society part of building the paint society membership,
which is just giving other nail salons and other salons the opportunity to grow their business in
the same way. That's the direction I'm going in now where I'm stepping behind the nail salon
owner and just being the owner of the business model. 
 
Kelly: Nice. 
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Jasmine Simms: I believe that direction is going to allow me to do all the things that I want to do, 
give me the freedom that I need to take meetings and travel and to spend time with my children
the way that I've always wanted to. I'm just glad that everything that has happened has led me to
this point, and I don't think that without those trials I would be able to get there. 
 
Jasmine Simms: I tell this to every cohort when we do start our program each time we run it that 
everything that I go through in my business is meant for me to prevent them from having the
same challenges that I've had. I have been at the brink of filing for bankruptcy. I have been
through fires. I have been through floods and overflows and construction in the area. I have
been through a lot with my business, but every step of the way, I've been able to overcome it and
come out stronger, and my whole goal is just to make sure that the women in our program
understand that they have someone they have someone they can reach out to for sure, who if
you have a problem, either I've been through it, Tammira's been through it, or we know
someone who has, and we can help you walk step by step through each issue so you can come
out with a very strong, very powerful business that can reach all the goals that they have set for it 
 
Kelly: Well, I know from talking to you, I think what you did with Scrub Nail Boutique is 
impressive in its own right. Just to run a studio like that is hard work, but I think when listeners
hear, oh, you have a nail salon, it sounds like there's just this nice shop that people go in and
they have this experience. I think for all the trials you've gone through, where you're not giving
yourself the limelight you deserve, your business model caught the eye of Under Armour and
Baltimore International Airport. I know that your business model was attracting these huge
corporations that were like, "How do we get you in-house?" Even if you had just set up Scrub Nail
Boutique and that's what it was, that's phenomenal. But you built something that caught the eye
of these bigger companies, whether that wound up being a thing later on, that's so impressive.
The Goldman Sachs program, tell people just a little bit about what that is, because I'm not sure
everyone's familiar with it. 
 
Jasmine Simms: Sure, the Goldman Sach's 10,000 Small Businesses program is a platform for 
business owners who are already established who have been in business at least two years. To
get into the program, you need to make at least $150,000 in revenue per year. They bring in
some elite people in the business education sector. They are partnered with Babson College.
They have the top entrepreneurship training program in the states. 
 
Jasmine Simms: They bring in these educators from all over the US, whether they have just a 
plethora of experience in accounting or marketing or negotiations. They bring them in to teach
these full day lessons. You're there eight hours a day. You do get a little break, but sometimes
they rush you through this break, or you have to eat while you're learning, and that's okay. They
push you, and they push you through all of the challenges in your business. 
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Jasmine Simms: What you realize is that everyone around you is dealing with the same thing, the 
same challenges, whether it's people or cash flow or analyzing your numbers, everyone is having
some of the same challenges. The greatest thing that the program does is that they don't just
pair you with a mentor to go through your business and tell you what's wrong with it, they teach
you how to do that for yourself. They teach you how to pay attention to the red flags and to
know when something is about to go wrong. They just help you comb through every aspect of
your business to refine it. 
 
Jasmine Simms: Once you do that, I think everyone in the program, because we call keep in 
touch, we go out for drinks and stuff. I try to make it, but I have two kids. I can't always go, but
I'm on the email thread, just to link up and see how each other's doing. When my business
reopened, one of my friends in the program, his name is Brendan, he has a construction
company. He built my platform for me, and that is like a tiny job for him, to build my pedicure
platforms. He built whole buildings, but he was like, "I got you. You can't find anybody, I'll help
you out." It's just having this entire network behind you that can help push you along. That's very
similar to what Tammira and I are building here in Baltimore. 
 
Kelly: Tammira, what about you? Tell us a little bit about what you're doing when 
you're not running Moms As Entrepreneurs. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: I just have all this free time. No, I'm only kidding. 
 
Kelly: No, I don't buy that for a minute. 
 
Jasmine Simms: You have no time. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: I actually have a few things that I do, but the main thing or the main business 
that I focus on a lot is my coworking space. I created a coworking space specifically for parents,
whether you are entrepreneur or you work from home. It's called the Cube Cowork, and we're
located right outside of Baltimore City in Towson. We're the space where parents work and
children play, so we have babysitting services with inside of our coworking space to help parents
get more work done without being distracted every 10 to 15 minutes by their children. Our
babysitters are grandparents, so who wouldn't want a grandparent to baby sit their child? 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: We offer that space and that environment really to foster more relationships 
within the mom entrepreneur community, although we do have some dads. We have services
like mailbox rental services, copy, fax, everything that you need to get work done without having
to go to multiple locations to do that. We're coming up on our second year ... yeah, second year, I
had to think about that for a second, our second year in October actually, October 5, which is
exciting now. We're kind of growing out of that space and looking for a new space, but that's
been really, really exciting. 
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Dr. Tammira L.: Then I still also do my consultant. I have helped a lot of entrepreneurs, not just 
moms, but males as well, create sustainable business models and marketing strategies for their
businesses. Those are the two things that keep me extremely busy, and now my eight-year-old is
starting her own brand- 
 
Kelly: Whoa! 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: ... and her own YouTube station, so she is keeping me extremely busy with 
getting content for her. This is part of the story that I actually enjoy and part of the journey that I
really, really enjoy. She was pretty much birthed into entrepreneurship. My husband is a
entrepreneur. He owns a used car dealership here in Baltimore, and she is really, really involved
in both of our businesses. So involved that now she wants to create her own. In fact, we found
out last school year that she was making slime at home and going to school and selling it. We
could not figure out what was she doing with this slime. We found out that she was making it and
selling it. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: Those are the things that's keeping me busy and just growing. I realized a few 
years ago that my purpose in life is not to be a gazillionaire, but it's really to help people. That's
what I define as my success is, am I living my purpose and am I helping someone today? That's
what fulfills me. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: I struggled, Jasmine mentioned all of the blessings, we're not going to call them 
problems, we're going to call them blessings that happened to her last year. I was still finishing
up my dissertation, which kept me extremely busy and spaced out. I always had to ask for
forgiveness with my partners because it was hard as heck, and I wanted to quit so bad. I went
into a depression and all of those things, but I realized it was only making me stronger so that I
could fulfill my purpose moving forward. 
 
Kelly: I think that's one of the hardest roads of entrepreneurship is the ability to take 
the hard stuff and pivot with it, because you talked about it, I think that's a very real thing for all
sorts of entrepreneurs, you hit dark times, you hit places where the going is rough, and quitting
is sometimes even like a financially or a practical reality that you have to consider. Finding the
way forward, I think that's just what goes into the entrepreneurial mindset, but even amongst
tried and true entrepreneurs, that is not an easy thing to do over and over and over again. 
 
Kelly: Kudos to both of you, for heavens sakes, you've got dissertations, you've got 
multiple kids, you've got a program, you've got businesses. You are absolutely living the Moms As
Entrepreneurs dream as much as you are the hustle, so that's fantastic. Tammira, I'm kind of
hearing daughters as entrepreneurs as a spinoff program here. Have you thought about I? 
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Dr. Tammira L.: I think so, and my husband is like, "We need men as entrepreneurs." I'm like, 
"You all don't need anything else." 
 
Kelly: But I love that your daughter is just running with it. That happens a lot. I have 
seen many children, men and women, who if they grew up in an entrepreneurial household, if
they understand that life, they really take that mindset with them. Even if they don't start their
own business, though many do, even if they take it into corporate world, they just have such a
practical understanding of what it takes to really launch bigger concepts. Yeah, I think watching
out for what she does next is going to be pretty fun and impressive all the way. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: I'm excited for her. She's all into it, and to be honest with you, Kelly, if you 
actually saw her in our business, you would be amazed because she can run both our businesses
probably a little bit better than we can. 
 
Kelly: I'm sure, I'm totally sure she can. I have no doubt. Well, what do you think, 
when you think of Moms As Entrepreneurs and some of the women who have gone through the
program, what would both of you say are some of the takeaways that you've had, that these
women have taught you? 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: Oh, wow, that's a really good question. For me, I think that one of the biggest 
lessons that the moms have taught me is that business comes extremely easy or business
concepts comes easy for me. They honestly have taught me patience in a different way to teach
other people what it is that I know. Jasmine can tell you, I'm not the most patient person in the
world, and I can admit, and I'm fine with that, but they have taught me patience. I think that's
preparing me for the next level of what I want to do personally, because what I ultimately want to
do I'm going to need a lot of patience for it. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: A lot of times people judge a book by its cover, and they don't understand the 
story that's actually inside of that book. Just interacting with the moms, everyone has a story, and
they taught me to really listen and process the story and where they're coming from versus just
straight judging what the outcomes will be from them in this program, if that makes sense. 
 
Kelly: Sure, yeah. 
 
Jasmine Simms: I think my greatest lesson was to be completely transparent. I think I still TMI 
when I teach my lessons because I think going in I wanted to seem, not even seem like I had it all
together, but I was just sharing the good parts, I want to say initially in the program. Then once
the questions started flowing, well, "What happens if this comes up? What do you do in this
case?" I would just say, "Oh, I've been through that. Let me share how it was for me." I think it
made it easy for me to share my business struggles. 
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Jasmine Simms: Now when it comes to that part of my life, I am an open book. If you want to 
know how much I lost the first couple years, I will tell you. It was a lot. They just taught me to just
be open and just to wear all of that on my sleeve to say I'm not the only one, but I may be the
only one that's going to tell you how it really is. That's what the women have given me. 
 
Kelly: Those are just great takeaways. Tell everybody what can they look for online to 
find out more about your program or any of the things you're involved in. What's a good way to
find you? 
 
Jasmine Simms: To find out more about the program, always, always on our website, 
maeentrepreneur.com, that's M-A-E entrepreneur dot com. We're on Instagram and Facebook
@maeentrepreneur, M-A-E entrepreneur. My salon is @scrubnailboutique. You can also find
information about all the treatments we have, any services coming up, if we have any events on
our website, scrubnailboutique.com. 
 
Kelly: Very cool. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: And, oh, I'm sorry. 
 
Kelly: No, no, you go ahead, yeah, please tell me. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: You can definitely find me on Instagram and Facebook as the Business Dr, that's 
the Business D-R. You can find out all of the great things we have going on at The Cube on the
Facebook and Instagram @thecubecowork. Our website is thecubecowork.com. 
 
Kelly: Very cool, very cool. Well, thank you both for being on the program. I can't wait 
to see what happens in all the new iterations of Moms As Entrepreneurs and both of your
businesses. I'll be looking out for great things to come. 
 
Dr. Tammira L.: Thank you for having us, Kelly, this is awesome. 
 
Jasmine Simms: Thank you, Kelly. 
 
Kelly: My pleasure. 
 
Kelly: You can always find this episode and all the links we talked about at 
seejaneinvest.com/podcast. While you're there, check out some of our free downloads and join
our mailing list. We'd love to have you stay up to date on all the See Jane Invest news and
happenings. Also, take a moment to subscribe to the podcast and leave a review on iTunes. We
appreciate it and we'd love to hear from you. Until next time, See Jane Invest in her idea, See Jane
Invest in her community, See Jane Invest in her. 
 


